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1986
Treesse 
has been founded

1989
SIEMENS becomes the 
main partner of TREESSE

1999
TREESSE 
becomes 
research 
laboratory 
accredited to 
the Ministry 
of Education 
(Ministry of 
Education, 
University and 
Research)

1993
TREESSE increases 
the competitiveness and 
diversification of the partner 
brands used. Despite the 
continuous use of SIEMENS 
applications are made-up also 
with Autonomation Rockwell, 
Telemecanique with instruments 
and accessories of various brands

1995
TREESSE founded 
“Autoware” to create 
new business 
opportunities, going 
to cover other market 
segments
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2006
The strategic areas of the 
company structure are 
the areas of sales and 
marketing, which will lead to 
various missions in Eastern 
Europe and the Baltic 
area. It begins distribution 
for the north-east Italy  
Inverter DANFOSS and the 
access control system of 
MICRONTEL

2008
TREESSE sold its 
majority stakes in 
Autoware, leaving 
the company

2012
Inauguration of 
the new location in 
Quinto of Treviso

2017
Opening a new 
office in Jakarta, 
Indonesia for the 
Asian market

2010
TREESSE becomes 
official partner 
of Scheneider 
Electric, obtaining 
the qualification of 
“Specialist Alliance 
certified integration 
partners with 
Schneider Electric”

2014
Steady growth of 
the company and 
further increase 
in the inside

2001-2003
Given the position in the industrial automation 
market, the multinational SIEMENS SPA 
releases certification “System Solution Partner of 
Siemens”. It is an important recognition thanks 
to multiple applications based on SCADA WinCC 
and PCS7 systems and the high competences of 
the staff. Thanks to the continuous improvement 
of products and services TREESSE gets to 
ISO9001: 2000
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Software 
System 
Solution
SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS

> Automation systems on PLC
> Supervision systems on SCADA
> WMS automatic warehouse 
    management systems
> Tracking systems
> Integrated control systems and             
    production analysis on MES
> Remote control systems

 Beverage 
 industry

 Other plants

 Milk-dairy 
 industry

 Environment

 Food 
 industry

 Energy



Possible services 
for new and 
revamped plants 

 REVAMPING:

 A well-known term that means all the work that
 is needed to modernize and upgrade a plant 
 or machine, in order to protect the large  
 investments made in the past by the company.

 This is typical work that TREESSE Progetti 
 faces in all the sectors, with our main skills 
 being electric operations and software to bring
 the plant, electric control panel and software 
 up to current standards. 

 We often handle the aspects of spare parts,
 especially the automation system, proposing the
 most modern components to maintain and even
 improve the machine or plant management.

 One of the strongpoints of TREESSE Progetti 
 in this delicate work is to achieve the required 
 proposal within the deadline set by the client 
 to reduce machine downtime to a minimum

   Project 
   Management

      Automation

      Supervision
 
      Mes

   Assistance

   Turnkey 
   supply

   Training
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Planning 
and Project 
Management

Automation and 
electric control panels

Process engineering is the starting point for 
the automation project, as it identifies the PLC 
architecture needed for the field user management.
The most efficient combination of the CPU, 
communication boards, I/O control boards with 
the network apparatus and field instruments, 
are the primary technological element 
for correct plant automation.
The design and construction of the 
electrical part completes the automation 
and makes it operative. 

Mes
Among the business process management system based 
on the ERP software and the production management based 
on the SCADA – PLC software, it is placed an interface system 
called MES. 
This system is a fundamental tool for making decisions process 
because it allows to decode and summarize information 
coming from the production area with the ones coming from the 
administrative area. 
TREESSE Progetti chooses the most suitable hardware 
and software products in order to customize the final service to 
company’s needs. 
The continuous implementation of the production control and 
in particular the products’ traceability in the food industry has 
enabled customers to adapt to the regulation EC 178/2002 
by analysing information from the plant and from the ERP. 
The ability to combine the information coming from the 
transformation process of a product with the information relating 
to raw materials, orders, production lot, tracking and reports 
contributes significantly to the competitiveness of a company.
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The TREESSE Progetti complete 
offer starts with the preliminary 
technical-economy study and ends 
with around the clock after-sales 
technical service, passing through 
the construction and supply of 
the production plant and auxiliary 
services.
Planning is definitely the most 
important factor to correctly develop 
the project, and being fully aware 
of this TREESSE Progetti has 
created its internal highly specialized 
engineering office able to find the 
right response for the various needs. 
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In plant management, supervision allows fast and precise 
operator access to the data and events that occur during the work 
process.
Process engineering and automation form the database 
for the supervision engineering.
Once the process and automation system have been defined, the 
planning of the data management is then defined at the highest 
possible level, including: graphic pages, recipes, plant parameters, 
alarms, logs, graphs, reports, user logins, data networks 
and remote control.
The supervision specialists work on these activities in close 
cooperation with the automation engineers and end client, to 
define the best technical performance and ease of use of the entire 
TREESSE Progetti automation system.
The priority is to create a product suited to the client’s specific 
needs: the factory test service with the client is the guarantee of 
perfect compliance between the product and specifications.
The supervision system is developed on a SCADA 
client-server type structure which, depending on the architecture 
complexity, has a number of clients connected to a number of servers 
and/or in highly reliable redundant configurations. At this level, the 
field and systems communications networks are also studied and 
designed as they are an important piece in the overall performance 
of the automation and supervision system.

Supervision

TREESSE Progetti offers the normal software and electric 
assistance service to companies who inform them of any 
breakdowns or faults in their automation systems, or who need staff 
assistance in perfecting their plant.
TREESSE Progetti identifies and provides the many years’ 
experience of its engineers to find a professional solution to these 
situations.
ASSISTANCE CONTRACTS
Specific technical assistance contracts guarantee our client 
companies “first aid” to solve any breakdowns or faults in their 
automation systems as quickly as possible. We stipulate precise 
contracts that define the coverage and times for our actions. 
A phone number is given to the client to call in emergencies a 
specialized technician that will answer and assist him step by step, 
interacting by remote control with the system if required. If needed, 
our technicians will go to the client’s location within the present times 
in the contract. This type of service also offers other advantages, 
such as:
Scheduled maintenance of the automation systems
Software backup and archiving service
Updating the documents and electric projects.
SPARE PARTS
With over twenty years in business TREESSE Progetti has 
gained extensive know-how into the various types of instruments 
and electric components needed for automation. A close supplier 
network assists TREESSE Progetti in identifying the typical 
electronic components in process and sensor instruments, I/O 
modules, power packs, CPU, communications boards, dedicated 
control boards, inverters, etc.
Thanks to this close collaboration, TREESSE Progetti is able to 
rapidly obtain original or compatible parts for its clients, and also 
provide the installation service if required.
Another strong point is our maintenance or replacement service of 
the PC used to supervise the plants that are controlled by the PLC. 
Our staff is able to repair or supply the replacement computers for 
the broken ones or which are incompatible due to the age of the 
operating systems, communications drivers or software licences. If 
needed we can provide new hardware, even virtual, adapting it to 
the current peripheral units, to ensure the plant can still be managed 
awaiting a future revamping.
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CLIENT CLIENT

CLIENT CLIENT

Technical assistance



TRAINING
TREESSE Progetti offers all the years of experience of its 
engineers to any industrial operators. The training programs 
aim at offering a valuable service to analyse all the questions 
involved with the automation and control systems. Besides 
the “Catalogue” courses, TREESSE Progetti also organizes 
personalised courses according to specific client needs.
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
TREESSE Progetti provides technical assistance and advice 
services into the configuration and development of automation 
systems.
CONSULTANCY
As part of its business TREESSE Progetti has worked in close 
collaboration with specific project specialists, developing effective 
synergies between software and engineering in order to achieve 
the best possible results to improve the process and product, 
guaranteeing health and safety in the workplace, saving energy, 
reducing production costs, automating manual operations, 
classifying dangerous explosion risk areas (Atex law). This 
precious know-how is available to apply to any other project. The 
courses are addressed to service staff, maintenance operators 
and installers of PLC, HMI or SCADA based systems. Course 
attendants are given all the know-how according to their basic 
preparation and the present goals. The knowledge they acquire 
enables them to handle any searches for faults, integrations or 
alterations to the installed software with greater confidence and 
determination.
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Training

Complete supply 
and integration

TREESSE Progetti works with leading companies in the 
construction of the production plant, in order to offer its clients 
turnkey solutions guaranteeing the coordination of the entire 
supply process both in terms of logistics and technology.
Integrating the various applications also enables enhancing 
the company’s software park and to optimize its potential.
Starting from a process P&I or a machine layout, the electric 
plant, automation system, supervision system and networks 
are all studied and supplied. 
The affirmed experience of TREESSE Progetti 
in automation process is an added value, especially in developing 
the MES (Manufacturing Execution System).
Total integration enables constructing a MES that management 
can use to make rapid, effective and complete decisions 
and also obtain widespread management control.T
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Food Industry

· Industrial mill management
· Seed oil production
· Yeast production plant
· Mixing salts for coffee toasting
· Coffee grinding and storage
· Mixing salt for savoury bakery products
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Food industry  Food 
 Industry

· Dough room for bakery products
· Machining powders and pastes for ice creams
· Production and packaging powders for broth
· Meat processing
· Various types of packaging machines

In this field, TREESSE PROGETTI provides all its extensive 
engineering knowledge in numerous different fields: coffee, seed 
oil, bakery products, granular stock and pasta are just a few 
of the products whose production uses TREESSE PROGETTI 
automation.
The technological solutions in these fields are extremely diverse: 
from redundant PLC combined with control rooms with client/
server architecture, to systems managed by cutting edge 
operator panels and concentrated logic interfaced with outsider 
SCADA systems. 
Constant upgrading of the PID regulation, motion control, data 
communications technologies enables TREESSE PROGETTI 
to successfully handle all the different sorts of problems.



Food Liquids

· Juice room 
· Alcoholic beverages storage
   plants
· Distillation tower 
· Mush tun production
· Liquids filtration 

Beer

· Raw materials production and storage 
· Brewhouses
· Fermentation’s rooms 
· Beer Filters
· Bottling and packaging lines 
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In the handling and processing system for the various “food 
liquids”, TREESSE Progetti acts on the automation engineering 
and supervision aspects, and thanks to their extensive 
experience in this sector they are able to provide client/server 
communications systems, multilevel communications networks 
and automation systems with high level configurations 
upgraded to the components and structures requested by the 
market.
The proposal begins with managing the raw materials and 
continues through to the interface with packaging, after 
passing through the typical process in each sector. Beer, 
spirits, wine, soft drinks, mineral water, fruit juices and 
sauces are the main business fields.
The skills that have been obtained by the relevant technologists 
and the exceptional technical/managerial preparation of 
the engineers working on the various projects, enables the 
company to create high level automation control rooms.
Know-how of processing the raw materials, mixing and 
cooking the mixtures, fermenting the must and filtering the 
beer is just one example that TREESSE Progetti is known 
and appreciated for.
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Dairy Industry

· Raw materials delivery
· Milk and cream pasteurization 
· Nutritional parameter standard 
· Fermentation management
· Coagulation
· Salt solution room 
· Whey treatment 

Milk-Dairy Industry

In this sector TREEESSE PROGETTI places special focus on 
its engineering in order to manage a product with very short 
processing cycles and high perishing risk in the best manner. 
Centralized supervision and distributed automation are the 
typical solutions that are implemented. In the various process 
phases-
TREESSE Progetti has perfected a hardware and software 
architecture that enables controlling all the delicate 
phases, such as pasteurization, standardization and 
fermentation of the semi-processed products. Thanks to 
their close cooperation with international manufacturers, 
the company has managed to create high tech standard 
interface solutions, working on communications 
networks rather than cabled signals.
TREESSE Progetti places further focus on receiving and 
processing the milk, creating the first step in a symbiosis 
between automation and the company ERP system, enabling 
the client to track all the production aspects in detail. 
High level technical preparation is fundamental to enable 
seemingly different worlds to effectively communicate 
with each other.
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 Environment

 Energy

communications, such as IEC-61850, 
IEC 60870-5-104, which guarantee perfect integration 
for the electric systems. Collaboration with contractor 
EPC, with suppliers of technology to protect and 
control the electric sizes and the technical background 
behind the supervision, guarantees the professionalism 
of TREESSE Progetti in this sector.

It is a sector that has developed considerably in recent years, 
thanks to the concept of saving energy and increasing the use of 
alternative sources. 
TREESSE Progetti offers a proposal of know-how already 
acquired in other sectors. Supervision of complex electric systems, 
like electric distribution in hospitals, biomass stations, electric 
substations, interface with circuit systems to manage energy 
distribution, incineration and remote heating plants are just a few of 
the operations fields of TREESSE Progetti.
Collaboration with contractor EPC, with suppliers of technology to 
protect and control the electric sizes and the technical background 
behind the supervision, guarantees the professionalism of 
TREESSE Progetti in this sector.
An important factor in this sector is using dedicated 

Environment

Energy

Environmental
· CIP
· Hot water production
· Cold water production
· Vapour production
· Process water preparation 
· Water depuration
· Treatment plants and industrial areas civilians 
· Composting plants
· Controls basins for water power plants 

Energy 
· Energy recovery
· Electric cabines
· Electri distribution supervision systems 
· Supervision subsystems of power plants 
· Supervision electrical substation 
· Hydroelectric power plants 
· Electric boats management

Additional Services
· CIP
· Hot water production
· Cold water production
· Energy recovery 
· Vapour production
· Process water preparation 
· Water depuration
· Electric cabines 

The strongpoint of TREESSE Progetti in this sector is mainly 
waste water processing, where the winning technologies go in 
two main directions: plant management and remote control, 
and data collection. In this sector it is fundamental to plan 
highly reliable control systems to guarantee the maximum 
environmental compatibility. 
This is why centralized management in a control room combined 
with independent automation systems divided by zone, enables 
the end client to achieve elevated function guarantees.
That is not all though. It is also very important to monitor the state 
of the various plants spread around the territory, to obtain real time 
information of the environment system trends, such as: sewage 
manifolds, water lifts, sluices, water basins, landslide controls and 
much more. TREESSE Progetti is able to design and provide 

solutions based on data transmission via ether, of 
varying nature and complexity. The data collection, 
viewing and logging becomes a fundamental element 
for companies or boards that want to raise their control 
level over the area but with reduced manpower.
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More install
· Supervision of electronic distribution systems
· Treatment plants and industrial areas civilians
· Composting plants
· Supervision subsystems power plants
· Controls basins for water power plants
· Supervision electrical substations

Furnace for brick
· Bricks lines (transport, 
   machines and ovens)
· Green bricks lines (transport and cars)
· Dry bricks lines (transport, 
   fire extinguishers and equipment)

Utilities
· Supervision electrical distribution systems
· Treatment plants and industrial areas civilians 
· Composting plants
· Supervision subsystems power plants
· Controls basins for water power plants
· Supervision electrical substations

Special application
· Lines destruction hoses PVC
· Management particle accelerators
· Machines for production grinding tracks    
· Central hydrogen
· Electric boats management                                                                          
· Handling service of telescopes
· Production lines tires
· Automatic storage management
· Control mushroom farms
· Palletization lines 

Filled syringes
Handling of freeze-drying
Supervision freeze-drying

Pharmaceutical Industry

Scientific researchChemistry Industrial

Dosage in continuous and in batch
Mixing powders and liquids
Storage

Movements micrometric control
Telescopes (European Space Agency - VLT 
Survery Telescope, Chile)

Plants for all sectors

TREESSE Progetti as leader in automation engineering and 
supervision is successful in numerous sectors, including: 
chemical, pharmaceutical, brick, cement, nuclear physics, 
rubber extrusion, packaging, glass, special projects, etc., even 
though the company highlight is definitely the food & beverage 
sector. 
There are numerous different problems in all these sectors 
from regulating the process sizes, managing interpolated axles, 
pull regulation, electric shafts, heat flows and other typical 
aspects of automatic plans, where the use of leading brand 
PLC, widespread Scada systems and multilevel networks 
enables TREESSE Progetti to apply its engineering with truly 
exceptional results.
With its extensive skills obtained through its experience in 
system integration, P&I analysis of machine cycles and lists of 
sensors and actuators, TREESSE Progetti can fully grasp the 
client’s needs and shape a custom made automation solution 
accordingly.
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More than 1.200 interventions worldwide
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tuniSia 
kenYa
algeria 
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Technological Partners

5 turkeY, iran 
Yemen, oman 
bahrein 
united arab emirateS
india 
china
ruSSia
thailand 
indoneSia 
Japan 
South korea
vietnam
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PT TREESSE PROGETTI INDONESIA Talavera Suite Office Park 
Unit 7, 10Th Floor - J.L. T.B. Simatupang Kav 22,26 12430 - Jakarta 

tel: +62 21 22 702385 – fax +62 21 22 702221 _ www.treesseprogetti.co.id - asia@treesseprogetti.it

garanteed quality

 qualità garantita

TREESSE PROGETTI srl - via Brondi 18 - 31055, Quinto di Treviso (TV)
Tel. +39 0422 960811 - Fax +39 0422 960850 _ www.treesseprogetti.it - info@treesseprogetti.it

PEC: treesse-progetti@legalmail.it - P.IVA/C.F 04416960260 - R.I. 04416960260 – Cap. soc €10.000 i.v
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